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1.1 The Angelic Mission
Once upon a time, long ago, a small shepherd boy tended his flock
by night. The sky was moonless and clear. The air was crisp. Millions of
stars and hundreds of angels looked down upon the boy and his flock. He
looked back. From the shepherd boy’s point of view, except for the sun,
moon, and stars, heavenly light coming to the Earth is invisible. From the
point of view of the angels, the Earth’s etheric field and the delicate glow of
light coming from the small shepherd boy is easily visible.
At the very beginning of Earth time, eons before there were sheep
to tend, even before the dinosaurs wandered the planet, the angels looked
down from their places in the heavens only to see the darkness that shrouded the Earth. They did not fully appreciate the difficulties of the task that
lay ahead. The guardian angels, still in their discarnate forms as light bodies in the heavens, had volunteered to be the planet’s caretakers, to bring
Earth out of the darkness. Their mission was to lead Earth and its inhabitants into enlightenment.
Since the very beginning, guardian angels have been in place in the
heavens. They facilitated the movement of empowering energies in many
Universes and dimensions long before the descent into matter. The moment had come to work with the Earth. Moreover, once living beings
began arriving on the planet, the angels took on the role of guardianship.
They carried the responsibility of protecting and nurturing those who incarnated.
The angelic ones understood the divine wisdom and knowledge encoded upon the frequencies of light that had been sent to Earth. However,
very little of the light sent at the beginning of the journey would arrive on
the planet. The angels were not nearly as familiar with the light frequencies that actually crossed into the third dimension and descended into
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physical density as they were with the light of the heavens. Did the light,
which successfully made it onto the Earth, still carry the divine wisdom
and knowledge it had in the heavens? The enlightened ones could not
know. They were not on Earth in physical form. Their understanding of
light on Earth had no foundation in experience.
So, how did the heavenly guardian angels bring light to Earth? Angels have sent light to Earth since the beginning. They gathered it together from the far reaches of the universe, bundled it into packets, and then
beamed the frequencies towards the planet. Some frequencies bounced
off the Earth’s etheric magnetic field and out into the void of the physical
universe. Some frequencies remained suspended in the etheric field. Some
of the more compatible frequencies managed to find their way onto the
planet’s surface.
In the beginning, the Earth’s density severely hampered the assimilation of light into physical form. Quite often, the light that could not assimilate wandered about the Earth for a time then leaked back out into the
void. On the other hand, if the light remained, dense mass grounded it so
effectively that it became unavailable to any other physical form. Regardless of the problems of leakage and of excessive grounding, by broadcasting
beams of light, the guardian angels made light available. As light anchored
into physical form, Oneness1 very slowly took root.
The guardian angels sought many means to bring light to Earth. One
way was to create openings in the Earth’s etheric magnetic field. The angels
parted the Red Sea, so to speak. They worked with the Earth’s grid patterns to alter the shape of the etheric field. The re-configured field would
allow light to enter onto the planet’s surface with relative ease in greater
quantity and intensity. Light frequencies simply passed through the resulting hole, thus bypassing the scrutiny of the etheric magnetic field.
In a another effort, the guardian angels empowered geographical lo1 For a comprehensive understanding of Oneness see section 1.2 in The Story of
Light, Volume 1. Briefly, Oneness is the combination of the two parts of God:
light and form. The purpose of the spiritual journey is to create circumstances
that enhance the assimilation of light into physical form to achieve Oneness.
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cations on the planet’s surface. They searched among numerous galaxies
and dimensions for light frequencies that they thought might be compatible with the Earth. Then, they carefully observed places on Earth where
light collected. By sending the light to the places that held light, they created sanctuaries of light. These “hot spots” made sending light to Earth
easier.
Following the arrival of incarnate beings on Earth2, the angels had
another way to bring light to Earth. The assistance of living entities is covered in greater detail in a number of places in this volume, and especially
in the chapter on souls. In effect, the Oneness of the individual on Earth
joined with the Oneness of the higher planes to initiate the flow of light.
The guardian angels often guided persons, whose vibrations were strong,
and therefore up to the task of participating.
Almost without exception until more recent times, the vast majority
of light anchoring took place without the individual’s conscious understanding of the process or its significance. Whenever an individual was
aware enough, the Earth’s angelic guardians joyfully provided the necessary guidance. It came as voices or visions that the individual understood.
Essentially, guidance was an intuitive knowing to which the individual
could wilfully respond.
The guardian angels, by using the openings created in the Earth’s
etheric field, the sanctuaries of light, and the participation of individuals,
sent light onto the physical plane whenever possible. The enlightenment
of the physical plane was a lengthy process. Light was entering into a dimension that had never before experienced light. Having chosen to be
the caretakers of Earth, the angelic guardians observed and innovated, and
2 Incarnate beings on Earth originate from the souls of their higher selves. The
souls of human persons incarnate into human form. The souls of cats, dogs,
chipmunks, trout fish, and elm trees, for example, incarnate into their respective forms. Souls of higher beings, such as the angels, and negative beings also
incarnate onto the Earth. The word “incarnation” is used for any physically
manifest entity that originates at some level of the higher self, including the
physical forms of the fallen angels such as Lucifer.
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then found ways to bring light to Earth.

1.2 Earth’s Angelic Cadres through Time
All light given to Earth originates with the divine creative source.
At all dimensional levels, beings of the light that are empowered with the
capacity to create light frequencies, do so through the word of the divine.
The mission of the light-workers is to use their creative power to extend
the light forward into the universe. This mission is their contribution to
the bringing of God’s light to darkness.
Each light-worker projects its enlightened Oneness outward from
its place in the inter-dimensional heavens into the areas of the darkened
universe in which it has chosen to work. Where a number of light-worker
souls choose to work in the same part of the universe, their grouping constitutes a cadre of angels. The universe contains an unlimited number of
inter-dimensional regions and numerous cadres for each region, including
the Earth.
The cadres of angelic light-workers that have come to serve the
Earth each belong to the planet’s divine plan. For example, the Council
of Twelve coordinates the light given to the Earth. It oversees the flow of
divine light that causes Earth’s physical form to become Oneness. Having
responsibility for the planet’s evolution, the Council of Twelve has under
its wing a host of sub-cadres that have their own unique role in bringing
light to Earth. Included among the more recognized of these sub-cadres
are the Legions of Michael, the Emanuel Group, the Councilate of the
Ascended Light (who provided the information for this book), the Great
White Brotherhood, and Seth. Some cadres, such as the Great White
Brotherhood, have played a significant role in the evolution of the planet
from the first moment of its descent into matter. Other cadres, such as
the Councilate of the Ascended Light, have “dropped-in” to contribute
during significant moments in Earth’s journey. Each cadre comes with a
specialized purpose.
In the early stages of the planet’s third dimensional existence, one
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group of the Earth’s prominent light-workers were the master technicians
who designed and created the human physical body. The body served the
evolution of the soul by acquiring and anchoring light in the third dimension, thus giving the soul third dimensional experience. The evolution of
the body is the accomplishment of a cadre called the “Brothers of the Light
of Man”. The human race takes its name from these early light-workers.
Similar to many other cadres, the Brothers of the Light of Man had only
one task to complete. When their work was done, they departed.
The next angelic cadre of significance manipulated the Earth’s etheric
magnetic fields during a short period of less than a millennium. By creating openings within the etheric magnetic patterns, these light-workers
birthed many new light frequencies onto the planet. During this epoch,
a significant number of the more prominent geological minerals of light
arrived on the Earth’s surface. Ruby, diamond, gold, and silver are among
them. The angelic brothers (gender-free), who came together to form this
cadre, did not remain on Earth long enough to concern themselves with
any identifying remembrance. After they had manipulated the opening of
the etheric field to allow the vibrations of the minerals to enter, they dispersed. Their contribution was to bring a list of vibrations that came into
use by the emerging human specie, as well as, other vibrations that were
more directly involved in bringing light to Earth.
Once the planet had a sufficient reserve of light built up within
its material substance, and once the etheric magnetic field of the planet
had evolved enough to attract the higher and subtler light frequencies
needed to initiate the long journey toward planetary enlightenment, the
more valuable work of empowering the planet began. The Great White
Brotherhood stepped in to volunteer. This cadre consists of numerous
branches each of which coordinates a variety of activities to bring light
to Earth. As an example, the holy temples of ancient Tibet are under the
guardianship of the masters of Om-Ana-Ka-Ra. Once these temples had
completed their service by bringing the quantity and quality of light that
the divine plan had assigned to them, their mission ended. The Om-AnaKa-Ra cadre dispersed thereafter. The destruction of Tibet began within a
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short period of decades after their departure.
The Great White Brotherhood is the foremost cadre of importance
concerned with the light of the Earth. They are the group of guardian angelic souls who have guided the evolutionary progress of the planet into its
current state of vibration. Some of the other important cadres include the
followers of Gabriel, the legions of Archangel Michael, the Joshua Group,
and the Councilate of the Ascended Masters. These individual cadres
embrace great souls that have offered their services to the planet through
incarnate intermediaries on Earth. The later ones, the Councilate of the
Ascended Masters, consist of Earthly souls that have already achieved enlightenment and the grace of ascension. It members achieved release from
their Earthly bondage during earlier millennia, and chose to return to continue their work.
Throughout Earth’s history, the role played by the Great White
Brotherhood has been especially to help humanity to rise into the realms
of the awakened ones. The role of the Ascended Masters was to bring
about the union of the light body with the physical body. In this dawning
new age, Metatron, Melchizedek, and the Archangels, who are the caretakers of the universe, oversee the final preparations for the acceleration of
Earth into its new vibrational octave.

1.3 The Shared Light of Angels
On Earth, we create furniture to sit on, tools to work with, paintings
to look at, and automobiles to take us to our destinations. In the heavens,
our souls create us. In the Godhead, God creates the heavens along with
the souls and angels that go with it. Each level of consciousness possesses
its own creative ability. The specific light frequencies involved distinguish
one level of creativity from another or one creative group from another.
Throughout the universe, souls move and coordinate the flow of light
from the Godhead and from within their own creative centers. Wherever
these souls come together, they form aggregates of Oneness. The aggregates offer a stronger presence of Oneness for the purpose of acquiring or
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generating specific light frequencies in common.
Light has its own hierarchy of importance and priority. Some frequencies have more or less intensity, thus bringing more or less of the qualities of the enlightened presence from whence they came. Consider the
concept that the soul lends itself to the frequency that it desires, and gravitates towards it. The hierarchy of light, which radiates out from the Godhead, splits into frequencies that the angelic hosts want and with which
they choose to move. The angelic ones possess an identity separate from
the Godhead and belong to separate lineages of consciousness. Each has
its own unique name. These life forces have a particular frequency in common, and therefore, share a common identity.
Wherever the cadre, lineage, or grouping of angelic souls makes its
home, a specific frequency carries the group’s divinely assigned task codes.
The will of God projects outward through the task codes. The group is
then responsible for the acceptance of its specific light frequency, and responsible to carry out its encoded pattern of activity according to its task
in compliance with the divine plan.
The divine plan lays out the will of God, but does not include the
creative power necessary to bring the group’s assigned task into reality on
Earth. The angelic cadre or group, to whom the plan assigned the task,
holds its mandatory creative powers within as potential, which awaits expression. The cadre will always have the creative ability to do its work.
Success, however, requires the creation of the necessary light frequencies
from within its members’ own bodies. Because the cadre members faced
the formidable density of the physical plane, they could not depend on
light from the Godhead or from other outside sources. Their ability to
produce light from within was essential to their growth as their service to
the physical plane evolved.
There is strength in numbers. On Earth, the unified efforts of a number of souls having the same charged group consciousness results in the
emergence of a combined energy—a more powerful flame. The individual accomplishes more because he has access to more energy when he is
part of a group. To participate with the group, the individual souls of the
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cadre extend themselves into incarnate form on Earth in the same sphere
of activity, if not into the same place. The cadre’s incarnations strengthen
their ability to generate the light frequencies needed to fulfill their creative
potentials by participating in unison and by sharing light frequencies with
each other.
The leader of the group on Earth is the first person to assimilate the
necessary frequency, and then to share that frequency with others of the
group. By sharing, the inter-dimensional connection develops between
the cadre and its incarnations. First, soul establishes a connecting pathway
with the leader; then it establishes pathways with the other persons who
have assimilated the frequency in common. Eventually, all of the followers receive the common frequency through their own soul connection.
Thereafter, the leader’s importance will diminish. Ideally, the group then
functions as a unit. Its members flow with the energies of the encoded
light frequency in common as sent from the members of the cadre still
dwelling in the heavens.
The individual soul invariably participates in the mission on Earth
using a number of frequencies that are in common with different light beings or incarnations. Each group shares one common frequency. For each
frequency, the souls that choose to participate then incarnate onto the
Earth. Their individual incarnations are responsible for evolving into enlightened beings that are capable of wilfully attracting their cadre’s specific
light frequencies. As a result, light comes to Earth and flourishes through
the group consciousness.
Many groups on Earth receive light through the efforts of their souls’
cadre, but, to do so, alignment with the higher realms is mandatory for any
amount of light to flow. These alignments are never in conflict with other
alignments originating from other soul cadres. True alignments exist in
Oneness and harmony. However, seldom do the descending frequencies
and their intended incarnations achieve a state of peace, once they arrive
on the physical plane. All too often, the illusions that grip individuals create imbalances that upset and even sever the connection they have with
their souls. Humanity’s ability to live in tranquility is vulnerable to the
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distortions that light frequencies experience upon encountering Earth’s
physical density. Distortions cause imbalances that in turn cause fear,
loathing, hesitation, and other negative dispositions. The great tasks of
the divine plan go on hold in the face of the illusions and negativity with
which humankind veils itself.

1.4 Participating on Earth
The evolution of the consciousness of both the soul in the heavens
and its Earthly extension is dependant upon their ability to align with each
other and to exchange light frequencies. This applies not merely to individual souls and their incarnations that share common frequencies, but
also to groupings of souls and their incarnations. More crucially, exchanging light is important to their collective ability to fulfill the will of God.
To successfully act upon the will of God on the physical plane, the
members of a soul group begin with the light shared in common. The
Councilate of the Ascended Light and the writer of this book, for example, share light in common. Light frequencies held in common precisely reflect the group’s level of conscious development. Some cadres work
with the higher ranges of light to achieve tasks related to higher vibration;
other cadres work with the lower ranges. All tasks are important, and all
frequencies hold reverence without judgment.
The flow of light to and from the heavens depends upon both the
soul and the soul’s human extension. Every soul is capable of projecting
light to its incarnation. Some heavenly cadres, however, are more adept
than are others. Older souls are very capable. Younger souls tend to be less
experienced and therefore less capable.
Young or old, the soul works from the heavens. Nothing happens,
however, without the person on Earth. If the person has not awakened
to higher consciousness, the light available from the soul will not be assimilated. On the other hand, if a person’s consciousness has awakened,
she may even be aware of working with her soul. Such a person receives
soul-sent light easily. Whenever the individual brings the light frequencies
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common to her cadre into the Oneness of her physical body, the encoded
will of God establishes itself within her consciousness. The light becomes
a part of her consciousness on the physical plane, and thereby, part of the
soul’s consciousness also on the physical plane.
With the encoded light acquired, the will of God reveals itself
through the tasks carried out by the individual on Earth. Each cadre of
souls awakens to divine instruction following the step-by-step assimilation
of light frequencies sent from the Godhead. Each member soul of the
cadre receives the same set of frequencies having the same set of general instructions. The individual’s tasks involve bringing light into physical form
in the way prescribed by the encoding and according to the divine plan.
Tasks manifest according to plan to reflect the day-to-day lives of
anyone contributing to the well being of humanity, whether the contribution is large or small. The architect builds an aesthetically pleasing building; the mail carrier spreads good will along her route; the diplomat helps
resolve conflict between warring nations; and S. Roger Joyeux, as author,
explains the intricacies of how light works. Individuals need not look far
beyond the activities of their own lives. Each creative act a person performs is a contribution.
In the heavens, the arrival of light frequencies comes because of the
soul’s will to align with the Godhead. Each frequency advances the evolution of the soul along its path. The soul accepts the encoded light frequencies for each step in the plan, implants them into its heavenly light body,
and then moves them into its incarnation’s physical form. The empowerment of the person’s form with light is important to the soul because the
soul remains contractually bound to serve the Earth until its incarnation
becomes enlightened. Following enlightenment3, the soul works with its
incarnation to bring light onto the physical plane directly and is responsible for doing so.
The use of the common frequency of a cadre of angels causes its
3 For a comprehensive discussion on Enlightenment, see Chapter 5 of The
Story of Light, volume 1.
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member souls to focus on their specific tasks. They must assimilate the
cadre’s frequency within their heavenly light bodies then send it to their
Earthly extensions. The cadre’s common frequency on Earth must wait for
persons to develop the ability to connect with their souls. Unenlightened
persons, who have not yet invoked their light bodies into their physical
bodies, are eligible to work with their souls, and conversely, not all enlightened persons do so. Using both the cadre’s common frequency and the
vibration of that frequency are dependant first upon the state of evolution
of the connected person and second upon the collective consciousness of
the cadre’s incarnations on Earth. As the common frequency’s vibration
rises, so too, does the importance of the work of the cadre.
For example, the common frequency of the Councilate of the Ascended-Light is focused upon (and limited to) the light of the ascension.
Because the Councilate is here to assist in humanity’s ascension, each of its
members receives the grace to ascend well in advance of our current epoch.
Further, the member soul must actually use its opportunity to ascend to
the vibrational level of those Councilate members that have already ascended. This, however, does not automatically relieve the individual soul
from being bound to Earth.
The majority of the Councilate’s incarnations are the extensions
of liberated, non-bound souls. They chose to continue to work for the
Earth’s evolution, even after achieving enlightenment and ascension, and
even though they are not required to stay here. Such souls possessed the
opportunity to ascend, did so, and then chose to return to serve God’s will.
They agreed to stay for the duration. Upon returning, they entered the
realm of “no-passage” through the ascension until the moment-of-truth,
when, in this lifetime, Earth achieves its enlightenment and ascends.
Other members of the Councilate are the incarnations of souls who
have achieved the grace by which they received the choice to ascend, yet
did not do so. Their option to ascend came at the time of the last millennium of bygone times. These member souls may have been unable to
choose at that time. By not choosing for whatever reason, which needs no
judgment, the soul negated its place among the truly ascended. The soul
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remained bound to Earth. The incarnation of such a soul is an AscendedMaster, who has not actually ascended.
To receive the light frequencies that allow the individual soul to
merge closer to the will of God and to become a greater part of the divine
plan, the soul needs to vibrate ever higher. In the same way, becoming a
greater part of the divine plan requires the angelic cadre to achieve higher
states of collective consciousness.

1.5 The Work of the Gods
Beings on Earth are not alone! The heavens are full of angels, fairies,
ghosts, and extra-dimensional beings that are often of great help in the
work of enlightening planet Earth.
Throughout the past, Earth’s third dimensional inhabitants have
always been led (and even cajoled) by beings that existed with one foot
on Earth and one foot in the heavens. The Aztecs and Mayans had their
Gods, as do the Hindus and the Norse. The concept of a singular oneonly God is less common. The concept of one God holds true for many
religions. Similarly, each religious system that subscribes to multiple Gods
also places a single deity at the head of all creation. Each system is valid.
Each contributes to the flow of light to Earth.
The different groupings of deities that ruled different peoples on
Earth arrived in the times and places appropriate for the gifts they offered
the peoples they served. Humanity has developed on a number of cultural
fronts at the same time. Therefore, it needed a variety of Gods to facilitate
each developing area. Among the ancient Greeks, Venus served as the Goddess of beauty and love by providing an example for individuals to follow.
Thor, in contrast, offered his people an example of strength and courage.
Each God and Goddess offered the culture it served an example through
which individual persons could aspire to higher purpose. Through higher
purpose, light flowed to fulfill human evolution and development.
The process worked. Persons on Earth, entities who served as deities
on Earth, entities who served the Earth but had no physical form, and
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